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Extending the Frontiers Univ of California
Press
The catalyst for this book is the fact that
noted sociologist Charles Tilly, upon his
death in 2008, left one completed chapter of
an unfinished manuscript entitled “Cities,
States, and Trust Networks,” examining the
relationships between cities and nationstates over the sweep of history, and in
particular the role of trust networks in
mediating this relationship. Though this was
the catalyst, the book serves a broader
purpose: to survey recent frontier work on
cities, nation-states, and the relations
between the two in historical and
contemporary perspective. Essays in the book
will address four main themes: city-state
relations, trust networks and commitment,
democracy and inequality, and the importance
of historical legacies in shaping state
structures, practices, and capacities. They
will be global in scope, with research on
the United States, Latin America, Europe,
Asia, and Africa; a number of the pieces
will be comparative. They will also be
interdisciplinary, including works of
geography, history, political science,
sociology, urban planning. The book
addresses several confluent needs of
readers. One is to simply update themes
addressed in earlier edited work such as
Bringing the State Back In (1985). A second
is to bring together current thinking about
cities on the one hand and nation-states on
the other, literatures that are often
segregated from each other. A third is to
perform those two purposes in a way that is
global in scope and combines both historical
and current analyses, to pull together
insights from the full range of human
experience.

Pidgins and Creoles John Benjamins Publishing
This book traces the history of early seventeenth-century Portuguese
Sephardic traders who settled in two communities on Senegal's Petite
C te. There, they lived as public Jews, under the spiritual guidance of a
rabbi sent to them by the newly established Portuguese Jewish community
in Amsterdam. In Senegal, the Jews were protected from agents of the
Inquisition by local Muslim rulers. The Petite C te communities
included several Jews of mixed Portuguese-African heritage as well as
African wives, offspring, and servants. The blade weapons trade was an
important part of their commercial activities. These merchants
participated marginally in the slave trade but fully in the arms trade,
illegally supplying West African markets with swords. This blade weapons
trade depended on artisans and merchants based in Morocco, Lisbon, and
northern Europe and affected warfare in the Sahel and along the Upper
Guinea Coast. After members of these communities moved to the United
Provinces around 1620, they had a profound influence on relations
between black and white Jews in Amsterdam. The study not only
discovers previously unknown Jewish communities but by doing so offers
a reinterpretation of the dynamics and processes of identity construction
throughout the Atlantic world.
The Cambridge Handbook of Language Standardization
Springer Nature
A complete visual reference for meteorite classification, this
atlas combines high resolution optical microscope images with
detailed descriptions. It provides a systematic account of
meteorites and their most important classification parameters,
making it an essential resource for meteorite researchers. Each
chapter starts with a description of the meteorite class, with a
summary of the mineralogical, chemical and isotopic
characteristics of the group. The full-color images are taken in
plane- and cross-polarized light and reflected light, and arranged
to highlight textural variations in meteorites. Specimens are
grouped to show the effects of increasing thermal alteration and
shock, as well as variations in chondrule size and type. Chapters
on iron meteorites, pallasites and mesosiderites are included,
photographed as mounts in reflected light, to show the range of
textural variations that accompany these meteorites. Images
from the book can be downloaded from
www.cambridge.org/9780521840354.
Indigenous Knowledge and Intellectual Property Cambridge
University Press
A condensation and updating of his African Muslims in Antebellum
America: A Sourcebook (1984), noted scholar of antebellum black
writing and history Dr. Allan D. Austin explores, via portraits,
documents, maps, and texts, the lives of 50 sub-Saharan non-peasant
Muslim Africans caught in the slave trade between 1730 and 1860.
Also includes five maps.
A New Critical Japanese-English Dictionary Food & Agriculture Org
This introduction to the linguistic study of pidgin and creole languages is
clearly designed as an introductory course book. It does not demand a high
level of previous linguistic knowledge. Part I: General Aspects and Part II:
Theories of Genesis constitute the core for presentation and discussion in the
classroom, while Part III: Sketches of Individual Languages (such as Eskimo
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Pidgin, Haitian, Saramaccan, Shaba Swahili, Fa d'Ambu, Papiamentu, Sranan, summary chapter that compares aspects of melt-derived minerals from
Berbice Dutch) and Part IV: Grammatical Features (such as TMA particles
differing planetary environments.
and auxiliaries, noun phrases, reflexives, serial verbs, fronting) can form the Sierra Leone Pacific Presences
basis for further exploration. A concluding chapter draws together the
One of UNESCO's most important publishing projects in the last thirty years,
different strands of argumentation, and the annotated list provides the
the General History of Africa marks a major breakthrough in the recognition
background information on several hundred pidgins, creoles and mixed
of Africa's cultural heritage. Offering an internal perspective of Africa, the
languages. Diversity rather than unity is taken to be the central theme, and for eight-volume work provides a comprehensive approach to the history of
the first time in an introduction to pidgins and creoles, the Atlantic creoles
ideas, civilizations, societies and institutions of African history. The volumes
receive the attention they deserve. Pidgins are not treated as necessarily an
also discuss historical relationships among Africans as well as multilateral
intermediate step on the way to creoles, but as linguistic entities in their own interactions with other cultures and continents.
right with their own characteristics. In addition to pidgins, mixed languages The Métis of Senegal Springer Science & Business Media
are treated in a separate chapter. Research on pidgin and creole languages
This edited collection explores the historical determinants of the rise of mass
during the past decade has yielded an abundance of uncovered material and schooling and human capital accumulation based on a global, long-run
new insights. This introduction, written jointly by the creolists of the
perspective, focusing on a variety of countries in Europe, the Middle East,
University of Amsterdam, could not have been written without recourse to
Asia, Africa and the Americas. The authors analyze the increasing
this new material.
importance attached to globalization as a factor in how social, institutional
Flora Capensis Springer
and economic change shapes national and regional educational trends.
"This title flows from several panels at the Commission on Legal Pluralism Although recent research in economic history has increasingly devoted more
Jubilee Conference, entitled Living Realities of Legal Pluralism, that was
attention to global forces in shaping the institutions and fortunes of different
organised in conjunction with the Centre for Legal and Applied Research
world regions, the link and contrast between national education policies and
(CLEAR), the Research Chair in Customary Law and the Chair for
the forces of globalization remains largely under-researched within the field.
Comparative Law in Africa, of the University of Cape Town. The panels
The globalization of the world economy, starting in the nineteenth century,
highlighted controversial aspects of the legal protection of indigenous
brought about important changes that affected school policy itself, as well as
knowledge with which the contributors to this volume have critically
the process of long-term human capital accumulation. Large migrations
engaged. This engagement is informed by recent legislative and policy
prompted brain drain and gain across countries, alongside rapid
developments in several countries in the global South, including South
transformations in the sectoral composition of the economy and demand for
Africa"--Page 4 of cover.
skills. Ideas on education and schooling circulated more easily, bringing
Collecting in the South Sea Routledge
about relevant changes in public policy, while the changing political voice of
At head of title: International Scientific Committee for the Drafting of winners and losers from globalization determined the path followed by
public choice. Similarly, religion and the spread of missions came to play a
a General History of Africa (UNESCO).
crucial role for the rise of schooling globally.
Planetary Materials Georgetown University Press
A Dictionary of Morroccan Arabic presents, in a range, the core Advances in Bioremediation and Phytoremediation for Sustainable Soil
Management University of Oklahoma Press
vocabulary of everyday life in Morocco - from the kitchen to the
Revised and updated for this Second Edition, Embedded Racism is the
mosque, from the hardware store to the natural world of plants
product of three decades of work by a scholar living in Japan as a naturalized
and animals. It contains myriad examples of usage, including
Japanese citizen. It offers a perspective into how Japan's overlooked racial
discrimination not only undermines Japan's economic future but also
formulaic phrases and idiomatic expressions. Understandable
throughout the nation, it is based primarily on the standard dialect emboldens white supremacists worldwide.

The Forgotten Diaspora Cambridge University Press
of educated Moroccans from the cities of Fez, Rabat, and
This book covers such plants with edible modified storage
Casablanca. All Arabic citations are in an English transcription,
making it invaluable to English-speaking non-Arabists, travelers, subterranean stems (corms, rhizomes, stem tubers) and unmodified
subterranean stem stolons, above ground swollen stems and
and tourists - as well as being an important resource tool for
hypocotyls, storage roots (tap root, lateral roots, root tubers), and
students and scholars in the Arabic language-learning field.
bulbs, that are eaten as conventional or functional food as vegetables
A Dictionary of Moroccan Arabic Univ of California Press
and spices, as herbal teas, and may provide a source of food additive or
Examines the politics and society of an influential group of mixed- neutraceuticals. This volume covers selected plant species with edible
race people who settled in coastal Africa under French
modified stems, roots and bulbs in the families Iridaceae, Lamiaceae,
colonialism, becoming middleman traders for European
Marantaceae, Nelumbonaceae, Nyctaginaceae, Nymphaeaceae,
merchants and ultimately power brokers against French rule.
Orchidaceae, Oxalidaceae, Piperaceae, Poaceae, Rubiaceae and
Simaroubaceae. The edible species dealt with in this work include wild
Synopsis of the Lycopodiophyta and Pteridophyta of Africa,
and underutilized crops and also common and widely grown
Madagascar and Neighbouring Islands Scarecrow Press
"The book first places Africa in the context of world history at the ornamentals. To help in identification of the plant and edible parts
coloured illustrations are included. As in the preceding ten volumes,
opening of the seventh century, before examining the general
topics covered include: taxonomy (botanical name and synonyms);
impact of Islamic penetration, the continuing expansion of the
common English and vernacular names; origin and distribution; agroBantu-speaking peoples, and the growth of civilizations in the
ecological requirements edible plant parts and uses; plant botany;
Sudanic zones of West Africa"--Back cover.
Catalogue and Bibliography of the Marine Shell Bearing Mollusca of
Japan South African National Biodiversity Institute (Sanbi)
Volume 36 of Reviews in Mineralogy presents a comprehensive
coverage of the mineralogy and petrology of planetary materials. The
book is organized with an introductory chapter that introduces the
reader to the nature of the planetary sample suite and provides some
insights into the diverse environments from which they come. Chapter
2 on Interplanetary Dust Particles (IDPs) and Chapter 3 on Chondritic
Meteorites deal with the most primitive and unevolved materials we
have to work with. It is these materials that hold the clues to the nature
of the solar nebula and the processes that led to the initial stages of
planetary formation. Chapter 4, 5, and 6 consider samples from
evolved asteroids, the Moon and Mars respectively. Chapter 7 is a brief

nutritive, medicinal and pharmacological properties with up-to-date
research findings; traditional medicinal uses; other non-edible uses;
and selected/cited references for further reading. This volume has
separate indices for scientific and common names; and separate
scientific and medical glossaries.

UNESCO General History of Africa, Vol. IV, Abridged
Edition Wipf and Stock Publishers
Introduction -- Dictionary -- Appendix A: Garment types -Appendix B: Garment by country -- Appendix C: Garment types
by era
Syntactic Variation and Linguistic Competence CABI
Until now, books addressing Halal issues have focused on helping
Muslim consumers decide what to eat and what to avoid among
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products currently on the marketplace. There was no resource that
the food industry could refer to that provided the guidelines
necessary to meet the Halal requirements of Muslim consumers in
the U.S. and abroad. Halal
Africa from the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Century CRC Press
This is a valuable book.....It is a work of wide learning. It deals with a
topic which, as the author states in his preface, has been much
neglected in spite of the fact that biblical scholars and theologians have
always paid lip service to the importance of law in Jewish life. It is a
book which should be on the library shelf of every serious student of
the New Testament. - Fr. Pius, O.F.M.C. Franciscan Friary, Crawley. J.
Duncan M. Derrett was, until his retirement, Professor of Oriental
Laws at the University of London. He has author works on legal
history as well as 'Jesus's Audience', 'Studies in the New Testament' (6
vols.), 'The Sermon on the Mount', 'The Anastasis', and 'The Bible and
the Buddhists'.
Interview Questions and Answers UNESCO
The essays in this book provide statistical analysis of the transatlantic slave
trade, focusing especially on Brazil and Portugal from the 17th through the
19th century. The book contains research on slave ship voyages, origins,
destinations numbers of slaves per port country, year, and period.
Battle Cries and Lullabies Rowman & Littlefield
This edited volume deals with the understanding of the issues concerned with
the pollution caused by toxic elements and heavy metals and their impacts on
the different agro-ecosystems as well as the techniques involved in
sustainable remediation and amelioration of polluted soils. Furthermore, the
book is a detailed comprehensive account for the treatment technologies
from unsustainable to sustainable which includes chapters prepared by
professionals with expertise in environmental microbiology, biotechnology,
bioremediation, and environmental engineering. It focuses on the
characterization, reclamation, bioremediation, and phytoremediation of
polluted soils. The research presented also highlights some of the
significantly important plant and microbial species involved in remediation,
the physiology, biochemistry, and the mechanisms of remediation by various
plants and microbes, and suggestions for future improvement of
bioremediation technology. It offers insights into the current focus and recent
advances in bioremediation and green technology applications for sustainable
soil management.
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